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  . . but I do find it hard to believe that one of the oldest and most valuable companies in the world is also a failure. Especially
when most other companies I've worked for were also very much NOT . . . a failure. A: There is a difference between failure in

business, and failure in a market. MS have been failing at the former for some time, they've just kept on doing it until it was
very, very bad. The brand is in terminal decline and it's only a matter of time before they do what IBM did and just sell it to

Lenovo. But MS is now one of the two biggest software vendors in the world, with Office and Windows being standard on most
personal PCs. They have a (large) share of the server market, and they have a substantial (if diminishing) share of the desktop
market. If it's hard to believe they're a "failure" at the latter, you need to be paying more attention. Secretor status: when HLA

type affects the immune response to Plasmodium falciparum malaria. Malaria is a disease with a high and increasing worldwide
incidence and a tendency towards drug resistance. Different allelic forms of the HLA system are involved in immune response

to malaria, and the interaction of HLA and malaria has not been fully understood. Secretor status is a genetic defect which
involves the presence of secretor genes. Approximately 30% of the population is non-secretors. Several factors are involved in

the immune response to malaria, among which HLA. Secretor status can affect the immune response to Plasmodium falciparum
infection by altering antigen presentation and the interaction between host immune responses and parasite antigenic epitopes.

This systematic review sought to evaluate the influence of secretor status on the outcome of malaria in vivo. Randomized
clinical trials (RCTs) were included if they reported clinical or parasitological outcomes of P. falciparum malaria infections in

humans. Controlled clinical trials (CCTs) were also included if they compared the primary clinical or parasitological outcome of
P. falciparum malaria in secretor and non-secretor individuals. In addition, indirect comparisons were performed to compare the

parasitological outcomes of infected non-secretors with infected secretors. No eligible studies were found. It is not possible to
establish whether secretor status influences the outcome of malaria due to the absence of clinical trials to evaluate 82157476af
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